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Abstract
Efficient utilization of microsatellites in genetic studies remains
impeded largely due to the unknown status of their primer reliability,
chromosomal location, and allele polymorphism. Discovery and
characterization of microsatellite polymorphisms in a taxon will
disclose the unknowns and gain new insights into the polymorphic
alleles. In this study, we revealed the polymorphism status, primer
categorization, chromosomal distribution, gene function, and
genotyping performance of 319 haplotype-based polymorphic
microsatellites (HPM) in expressed sequence tags (EST) of Prunus
species, including peach, apricot, almond, plums, and cherries.
Of the HPM, 262 are between two EST haplotypes and 57 are
among three and more EST. In terms of species, 127 microsatellite
polymorphisms are from different EST of peach, 108 from different
EST between peach and other species, and 84fromdifferent EST
between non-peach species. Based on the primer sequence
alignments on the peach genome, there was one HPM per 678 kb
and the 319 HPM were grouped into seven categories. The primers
from the “deletion” category tended to yield higher allele numbers
and polymorphism information content (PIC) values. Statistical
analysis revealed the mean allele number, heterozygosity, PIC,
and gene diversity value were all significantly higher in the HPM
than in the haplotype-based non-polymorphic microsatellites
(HNM), suggesting utilization of HPM markers could substantially
increase the likelihood of allele polymorphism. Of the 234 unigenes
annotated, 99 (42.3%) were categorized into binding function and
84 (35.9%) into catalytic activity, implying that these polymorphic
alleles might have evolved primarily to play regulatory roles or
catalyze enzymatic reactions.
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Introduction
Microsatellite (also called simple sequence repeat - SSR) is one
of the most widely used co-dominant marker types, because this
type of markers are relatively abundant in genomes, easy to develop
through sequence mining, transferable among related genotypes, and
moderate in genotyping cost and throughput [1-4]. Computational
microsatellite and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) discovery
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has become relatively easy as expressed sequence tag (EST) and
genome sequences are exponentially growing in many crops [5,6].
Polymorphisms at a locus are derived from nucleotide variations in
the expressed or genomic haplotypes (alleles) of the locus. Unlike
a SNP, in which the transition or transversion polymorphism
is computationally validated by alignment of redundant EST
haplotypes or genomic reads [7,8], a microsatellite motif and its
flanking forward and reverse primer are typically derived from
an individual EST or genomic sequence, or from an unigene or
genomic contig (consensus sequence generated by assembler), and
no polymorphism is computationally predicted in its microsatelliteincluded amplicon [5]. Microsatellite polymorphisms usually
result from varying numbers of repeat units in a length of one to
six nucleotides. Unfortunately, the amplicon polymorphism status
and performance reliability of a microsatellite primer are unknown
until it is genotyped, so is its chromosomal location until the primer
sequence is aligned to a reference genome. Consequently, high failure
and low polymorphism rates and uneven chromosomal distribution
are usually common in randomly selected microsatellite markers
[3], which are the main drawbacks in utilization of microsatellite
markers. Given microsatellite primer sequences aligned onto a
reference genome, the performance reliability of optimally selected
primers can be substantially improved, so can the chromosomal
location of these primers be predicted [9]. Likewise, identification
of haplotype-based polymorphic microsatellites (HPM) can greatly
improve the real polymorphism rate of microsatellite markers in
genotyping, as recently reported in several efforts to identify and
utilize HPM, for example, in human [10], pepper [11], grapevine
[12], and freshwater prawn [13]. However, partly due to relatively
low frequency of HPM and highly variable numbers of repeat units,
programs used for and species with computational identification
of true HPM have been very limited [11,14], compared to SNP
mining [4,7,8]. Development, characterization, and utilization of
microsatellite markers have been reported in peach and other Prunus
species, including early isolation from genomic and cDNA libraries
and/or characterization of transportability across Prunus species [1520], development from amplified fragment length polymorphism
fragments [21], phylogenetic studies on peach genotypes [1,2],
genetic mapping [22-25], and computational mining in Prunus ESTs
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Figure 1: Flowchart showing the process for mining expressed haplotype-based polymorphic and non-polymorphic microsatellites (HPM and HNM). The
bioinformatics programs in the parenthesis were used in the pipeline, including cross match [38] to remove vector DNA from ESTs, CAP3 [39] to assemble
ESTs into unigenes, MISA [5] to find microsatellite motifs in ESTs, Primer3 [33] to design microsatellite-flanking primers, BLAST [40] to align primer sequences
to the peach reference genome [34], and Extract BLAST (an in-house Java program) to parse BLAST output files into a tab text file and generate summaries.
Non-polymorphic primers included those from singlet’s and contigs with the same number of microsatellite unit among their ESTs, which were connected by
dot arrows and not reported in this study. Polymorphic primers refer to those from contig with different numbers of SSR unit among their representative EST
haplotypes.

[26]. But it appears no report involved particularly in computational
mining and characterization of HPM in EST haplotypes of Prunus
species or in polymorphism rate comparison between HPM and
haplotype-based non-polymorphic microsatellites (HNM) in peach,
although predictably computational discovery of HPM in Prunus
may yield improved polymorphisms in these microsatellite markers,
as reported in other studies [10,11].
The rapid innovation and reduced cost of next-generation
sequencing technologies are driving the development and utilization
of large-capacity SNP arrays for peach and other Prunus species
[6,8,27,28], or other high-throughput assays, such as genotyping by
sequencing [29]. However, along with SNP discovery, SNP genotyping
on arrays or by sequencing generally is performed at high throughput
and requires expensive proprietary instruments and computational
capacities [28,30], which appears not economically practical for
most routine, budget-constrained marker studies. Microsatellite
genotyping, flexible in throughput and affordable in detection,
remains more widely used, as demonstrated in many reports [1-3, 2225]. In a comparison of simulated datasets, the information content
of microsatellite markers spacing at 7.5cM is slightly higher than that
of SNP markers spacing at 3cM. At the map densities, microsatellites
are found to be uniformly more informative than SNPs irrespective
of their level of heterozygosity [31]. Another advantage of gene-based
microsatellites results from an intriguing fact - substantially more
microsatellites are found in the low-copy transcribed regions than in
other regions of plant genomes [32].
In this study, HPM in Prunus ESTs will be mined out and
characterized to gain new insights into genomic characterizations
of these polymorphic alleles in the taxon, including the number
of unigenes containing HPM, the annotated function of these
unigenes, the status of polymorphisms, and the predicted
categorization, performance reliability, and chromosomal location
of primers. Selected primers will be used to compare the genotyping
polymorphism rates between HPM and HNM.

Materials and Methods
Prunus ESTs and accession ID modifications
All ESTs from different Prunus species were summarized in
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Table 1: Prunus species with ESTs and prefixes used for EST source tracking
Species namesa

Common namesb ESTs

Prefix for
tracking EST
source

P. persica

Peach

81200

pe

P. armeniaca

Apricot

15233

ar

P. avium

Sweet Cherry

12372

P. mume

Japanese Apricot 4660

av
mu

P. dulcis (P. amygdalus)

Almond

4006

du

P. cerasus

Sour Cherry

1266

ce

P. domestica

European Plum

54

do

P. salicina

Chinese Plum

59

sa

P. serotine

Black Cherry

13

so

P. serrulata

Flowering Cherry

13

su

89

hy

P. avium x cerasus x canescens Cherry hybrid
Total

118965

The two-letter abbreviation in each species in bold was used as a prefix added
to every EST accession ID to track the EST-derived species source.

a

b
Different common names for some of these species may exist in different
regions.

Table 1. The long GenBank FASTA header of each sequence was
simplified to its accession ID that was prefixed with a unique 2-letter
abbreviation prior to assembly. Abbreviations were derived from the
first two letters of the species name or the first letter plus another
distinguish in letter if the first two letters were shared among species
names, with one exception for the hybrid (“hy”) (Table 1). For
example, the abbreviation “pe” isused for Prunus persica, “so” for P.
serotina, and “su” for P. serrulata. These prefixes were used to track the
source species of ESTs in contigs and in the subsequent microsatellite
mining and data analysis. After completion of the assembly process,
each prefixed ID in the contigs was then suffixed with its belonging
contig number to track its contig source.

Mining HPM
A haplotype-based polymorphic microsatellite mining procedure
was used in this study (Figure 1). In this mining process the speciesprefixed accession ID of each individual EST in a contig was then
suffixed with its contig number prior to microsatellite motif
identification using MISA [5] and subsequent primer design using
ISSN: 2378-3648
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Primer3 [33] to track the species and contig source of ESTs when
polymorphic microsatellite motifs were found. In the parameter
file used by MISA was set 2-6, 3-4, 4-3, 5-3, and 6-3 (repeat unit
length - minimal repeat number), and 100bp (the interval of
adjacent microsatellites scored as the compound type), respectively.
So the microsatellite motif types were designated p2, p3, p4, p5, or
p6, defined by the repeat unit length of two, three, four, five or six
nucleotides, in addition to the compound type. The primer results
were saved in a tab-delimited text file and converted into an EXCEL
file, to distinguish contigs with HPM from those with HNM among
their ESTs. A contig would be categorized either as HNM if all ESTs in
the contig contained the same motifs with the same number of repeats
and at least one identical primer sequence (forward or reverse), or as
HPM if at least two polymorphic microsatellites (with the same motif
unit but different numbers of repeats) were found among some of its
ESTs. To reduce redundancy in HPM ESTs, redundant ESTs from
peach were always eliminated firstly if there were ESTs from other
Prunus species that had the same polymorphic microsatellite motifs.
After elimination of all redundant ESTs ultimately only one EST was
kept to represent each unique allelic polymorphic microsatellite motif
with a HPM contig. Secondly, those microsatellites with different
motifs and primer sequences, which apparently belonged to different
microsatellite loci within the same contigs, were excluded. Finally, a
HPM within a contig contained ESTs sharing the same forward and/
or reverse primer sequence flanking identical or variant motif units
but with different numbers of repeat units for the motif. The variant
motif units could be derived from nucleotide complementarity
or discrepancies, and these HPM were categorized into “variant
type” of motif units. For example, a motif was scored as [CAT] 4 in
AGCATCATCATCATC, but its variant could be scored as [ATC] 5 in
ATCATCATCATCATC because of the underlined G-T transversion,
or [GAT] 4 or [GAT] 5 in ESTs complimentary to the two sequences,
respectively. All these HPM are listed in the electronic supplementary
material (ESM Table 1).
These HPM microsatellite primer sequences were formatted into
the FASTA format for BLASTN at a cut-off e-value of 9e-03 (0.009)
against the peach reference genome sequence [34]. The genomic
amplicon size (GAS) of each primer was calculated by the subtraction
between the maximal and the minimal value representing the four
start and end alignment positions of the forward (F) and reverse
(R) primer on the reference genome. Likewise, the amplicon size
difference (ASD) of each aligned F and R primer was calculated by
subtraction of the predicted EST amplicon size (EAS) from GAS. An
ASD was used to categorize the primer into “no hit found” (NHF)
if the F or R primer or both had no hit; “deletion” if the ASD was
negative; “same size” if it was zero; “insertion” if it was positive
and smaller than 20bp, a presumed minimum intron length cutoff; “intron (GAS<=500)” if it was over the cut-off and the introncontaining genomic amplicon was <=500bp; “intron (GAS>500)” if
the intron-containing genomic amplicon was >500bp; or “error” if
the ASD was too big to be a possible amplicon or intron, as described
previously in detail. Randomly selected only from the “deletion”,
“same size”, “insertion”, and “intron (GAS<=500)” categories with a
consideration on their relatively even distribution on 8 scaffolds of
the peach reference genome, a subset of 96 HPM primers (ESM Table
1,2), along with a subset of 96 HNM primers (ESM Table 2), were
used for comparison of the genotyping results.

Genotyping for polymorphism rate comparison between
HPM and HNM primers
Genomic DNA extraction and microsatellite genotyping were
performed as previously described [3] on four peach cultivars of
different characteristics, ‘Chinese Cling’, ‘Blazeprince’, ‘Helen
Borchers’ and ‘Heath Cling’ [35]. The dye-labeled PCR products were
genotyped on a 3500 Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA). Gene Marker 2.4 (Soft Genetics, State College, PA) was used to
analyze the chromatographic trace files and generate the microsatellite
allele table. The allele table generated from the four peach cultivars was
converted to the format required by Power Marker [36] and imported
Chen et al. J Genet Genome Res 2015, 2:1

Table 2: Species sources of ESTs containing polymorphic microsatellitesc
Species source

2 polymorphic
microsatellites

>2 polymorphic
microsatellites

pe

101

26

ar

19

5

av

16

mu

4

du

4

ce

2

1

pe-ar

21

4

pe-av

20

2

pe-mu

43

3

pe-du

8

3

pe-ce

2

1

pe-sa

1

ar-av

3

ar-mu

4

ar-du

1
1

av-mu

9

av-du

1

av-ce

1

av-su

1

av-hy

1

mu-du

1

ce-hy

1

1

pe-ar-ce

1

pe-ar-av

2

pe-av-mu

2

pe-av-du

1

pe-mu-sa

1

pe-ce-av-mu
subtotal
c

1
262

57

All the abbreviations were for Prunus species and are defined in Table 1.

into the program to calculate the allele number, heterozygosity value,
polymorphism information content (PIC) value, and gene diversity
value of each marker (ESM Table 2) and compare the differences
between the 96 HPM and 96 HNM primers. A Student’ st-test of
“two-sample assuming unequal variances” was performed using the
statistical add-ins in Excel Analysis Tool Pak (Microsoft, Seattle, WA)
to determine whether all the four independent mean values between
the HPM and HNM primers were significantly different at α=0.05, at
which the t critical two-tail value is equal to 1.97 (ESM Table 2).

Functional analysis of HPM containing contigs
The sequences of contigs containing polymorphic microsatellites
were submitted to BLAST2GO [37] for BLAST and gene ontology
(GO) term annotation to predict the molecular function, biological
process involved, and/or cellular component of the gene product.

Results
HPM among Prunus ESTs
A total of 319 contigs derived from 776 ESTs contained HPM
(Table 2, ESM Table 1), which were about 2.53% of 12,618 contigs
assembled from 84,727 redundant ESTs. Of the 319 contigs, 262
possessed microsatellite polymorphisms between two representative
EST haplotypes, and 57 contained microsatellite polymorphisms among
more than two representative EST haplotypes (Table 2). Seven of the
57 contigs contained two or more polymorphic microsatellite motifs,
which were flanked by different primer pairs for different amplicons and
considered as different loci within the same contigs. Summarized from
the view of species, 127 (39.8%) were found only within ESTs of peach,
108 (33.8%) were found in ESTs between peach and other species,
and the remaining 84 were polymorphic in non-peach species (Table
2). However, there might be HPM from peach in the 84 non-peach
HPM because redundant peach ESTs sharing the same polymorphic
microsatellites with non-peach species were eliminated first.
The 319 HPM were categorized in terms of their different motif
types (Figure 2A). As expected, the p2, p3, and compound types were
ISSN: 2378-3648
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Figure 2: Different motif types of haplotype-based polymorphic microsatellites (HPM) (A) and repeat unit number differences in the HPM (B). In the x-axis of A, p2,
p3, p4, p5, and p6 refers to motif types with a repeat unit length of two, three, four, five and six nucleotides, respectively; “compound” refers to the motif type with
more than two of the five types adjacent in an interval length of 100bp; and “variant type” refers to different motif units derived from nucleotide complementarity
or discrepancies .In the x-axis of B, each value is the difference of repeat unit numbers in each motif type. Each value in both y-axes refers a count of HPM in
each type.

among top, accounting for 32.9%, 21.6%, and 17.6%, respectively.
The p4, p5, and p6 types were minor, less than 5% each. Intriguingly,
about 19.4% were the variant type, suggesting a substantial portion of
other nucleotide variations such as transition, transversion, deletion,
or insertion, in addition to usual repeat number differences, also
occurred in these polymorphic microsatellite motifs. The differences
between the repeat numbers in the HPM varied in the five basic motif
types (Figure 2B), going up to seventeen in the p2 type, ranging from
one to five in the p3 type, and remaining only one in the p4, p5, and
p6 types.

variants and other nucleotide variations within some microsatellite
motifs and/or amplicons were additional or standalone forms of
polymorphisms, as demonstrated in Figure 3A. These variations
increase the likelihood of microsatellite polymorphisms and also
explain that the amplicon length differences may not always equal
a multiple of the microsatellite motif unit length. The 319 primers
were grouped into 7 categories by the ASD (Table 3) to indicate the
calculated amplicon size ranges, possible amplification reliability,
and other genomic features to help selection of primers of better
performance.

Among all the 319 polymorphic contigs, Contig5674 contained
the most polymorphic microsatellite motifs with at least 9 different
numbers or variants of “CAT”, the microsatellite unit in the
representative ESTs (Figure 3A,B; ESM Table 1). In addition, there
were two 6-nucleotide repeat units in the last 2 representative
ESTs within the contig. According to the multiple alignments
among representative ESTs (Figure 3A), the polymorphisms of this
microsatellite motif apparently were due to deletions of individual
nucleotides causing loss of some repeat units, rather than the
deletion/addition of entire 3-nucleotid repeat units. Different sizes
of amplicons were due to different numbers of repeat unit and/or
variants of the microsatellite motif in the representative ESTs. The
last amplicons covered the 6-nucleotide repeats in AM290100 and
DW357109 (Figure 3B).

Genomic distribution of polymorphic microsatellites

Microsatellite motifs and sequence alignment revealed micro
satellite polymorphisms among the ESTs of the 319 contigs were
primarily derived from different numbers of repeat unit of the same
microsatellite motifs in the contigs (ESM Table 1). Different repeat
Chen et al. J Genet Genome Res 2015, 2:1

The distribution of polymorphic microsatellites was generally
scattered in the 8 main and several minor scaffolds of the peach
reference genome (Figure 4). There were 69, 30, 39, 52, 33, 37, 31, and
29 polymorphic microsatellites in the 8 main scaffolds respectively,
and a total of 8 in four minor scaffolds. On average, there was one
polymorphic microsatellite every 678-kb genome region. It appeared
fewer polymorphic microsatellites were distributed in certain regions
of the scaffolds, one of which might belong to the centromere of
the chromosomes, a region that generally contains highly repetitive
DNAs and fewer genes.

Polymorphism rate comparison between primers of
different categories and types
Only two primers, GW871526 (CX2H03) from the HPM and
DW343006 (CX3E08) from the HNM, were failed in amplification
and/or detection (ESM Table 2). The high success rate demonstrated
that primers from the four categories with desired ASD and full
ISSN: 2378-3648
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Figure 3: Alignment of representative polymorphic ESTs in Contig5674 (A) and their primer positions on peach scaffold_4 (B). The polymorphic “CAT” motifs
start at 634 and end at 658 in the consensus sequence, which is marked by a black bar above the ESTs. These ESTs and their accession IDs highlighted in
black in (A) are selected to show their forward and reverse primer start positions on peach scaffold_4 in (B). AM290100 and DW357109 in (B), not shown in
(A), flank the other two 6-nucleotide microsatellites in the unigene.

Figure 4: Distribution of haplotype-based polymorphic microsatellites (HPM) in 8 main (the first 8 groups) and several minor (the last group) scaffolds of the
peach reference genome (v1.0). Among these HPM, only one EST for each polymorphic locus was used to display the distribution. The position of each HPM on
a scaffold was represented by the start point of the forward primer sequence aligned onto the genome. There were 69, 30, 39, 52, 33, 37, 31, and 29 HPM in the
8 main scaffolds respectively, and a total of 8 in four minor scaffolds.

Chen et al. J Genet Genome Res 2015, 2:1
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Figure 5: Typical microsatellite genotyping chromatographs with full polymorphisms (A) and no polymorphism (B) in the genotypes. The primers were CX2E08 and
CX1G04. The four peach cultivars in turn were ‘Blazeprince’, ‘Chinese Cling’, ‘Heath Cling’, and ‘Helen Borchers’. The relative size of amplicons was marked under
each peak (allele). A single peak or two peaks in a genotype indicated the locus was homozygous or heterozygous, respectively.

Figure 6: Haplotype-based polymorphic (HPM) and non-polymorphic (HNM) primer percentages in allele numbers (A) heterozygosity values (B) PIC values (C)
and gene diversity values (D) obtained from 4 peach cultivars. Each x-axis value in C and D represents the upper bound of a range, for example, “0.2” is “<=0.2”,
“0.3” is >0.2 &<=0.3, and so on.

primer alignment on the reference genome were highly reliable
in genotyping. The number of alleles detected in the four peach
genotypes ranged from 1 to 7 in both the HPM and HNM primers
Chen et al. J Genet Genome Res 2015, 2:1

(Figure 5A,B). Differences in the average allele numbers and values
of heterozygosity, polymorphism information content (PIC), and
gene diversity were also observed among primers of the four different
ISSN: 2378-3648
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Figure 7: Polymorphic unigenes categorized by BLAST2GO, according to molecular function gene ontology (GO) terms used by the program. Binding and catalytic
activity are the two principal categories in the 234 annotated unigenes, accounting for 99 (42.3%) and 84 (35.9%) of the unigenes, respectively.

Table 3: Categories of primers from polymorphic contigs and their assembled
ESTs d
Category

Conditions

Contigse

ESTs

“NHF”

No GAS or ASD

46

202

“deletion”

ASD<0

65

124

“same size”

ASD=0

89

196

“insertion”

0<ASD <= 20

47

90

“intron (GAS<=500)”

ASD>20 & GAS<=500

25

51

“intron (GAS>500)”

ASD>20 & GAS>500

45

95

“error”

GAS>100,000

2

8

319

766

Total

ESTs: Expressed Sequence Tags; NHF: No Hit Found; GAS: Genomic
Amplicon size; ASD: Amplicon Size difference

d

The primer count in each category for contigs was based on the alignment
status, GAS value, and ASD value of the first EST in each contig

e

Table 4: Average allele numbers and values of heterozygosity, polymorphism
information content (PIC), and gene diversity among primers of different
categories
Primer

Average

Typef Category

Number Allele
Heterozygosity PIC Gene
number value
value diversity
value

HPM Deletion

32

4.423

0.359

0.657 0.705

Insertion

17

3.917

0.292

0.594 0.646

intron (GAS<=500) 8

3.167

0.042

0.568 0.641

same size

39

3.500

0.295

0.570 0.633

HNM Deletion

40

3.500

0.204

0.539 0.598

Insertion

12

3.250

0.125

0.545 0.609

intron (GAS<=500) 42

3.214

0.207

0.533 0.603

same size

4.500

0.250

0.675 0.719

2

HPM: Haplotype-Based Polymorphic Microsatellites, HNM: Haplotype-Based
Non-Polymorphic Microsatellites.
f

categories (Table 4) and between the HPM and HNM types (Table
5, Figure 6A-D, ESM Table 2). No statistical analysis was performed
to compare the differences because the numbers of the primers in
the four categories were so uneven, which resulted from random
selection, along with a consideration of relatively even distribution
on eight scaffolds of the peach reference genome. However,
comparing the categories with more than ten primers, the primers
in the “deletion” category in both HPM and HNM tended to yield
the highest averages of allele number, heterozygosity value, and PIC
value (Table 4), implying utilization of more primers in the category
could increase the likelihood of polymorphism and heterozygosity. A
comparison based on a larger, evener number of primers from these
categories is needed for the validation.
In general, the ranges of allele numbers and values of
heterozygosity, PIC, and gene diversity for both HPM and HNM
primers were similar or the same, but substantially more HPM
Chen et al. J Genet Genome Res 2015, 2:1

primers yielded larger numbers and values, compared to the HNM
primers (ESM Table 2). The four mean values calculated from all the
HPM primers were marginally higher compared with those from the
HNM primers among the 4 genotypes, but the differences were all
statistically significant (P=0.003, 0.014, 0.002, and 0.002, respectively,
≤ α=0.05) (Table 5, ESM Table 2). In detail, there was a higher
percentage of HPM markers with 4, 5, or 7 alleles detected, but a
higher or equal percentage of HNM markers with the other numbers
of alleles detected (Figure 6A). A higher percentage of HPM primers
had heterozygosity values of 0.50, 0.67, and 1, but a lower or equal
percentage of HPM primers had heterozygosity values of 0, 0.25, and
0.33, compared to HNM primers (Figure 6B). A higher percentage
of HPM primers had PIC values of 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, and was slightly
lower at all other PIC values, compared to HNM primers (Figure 6C).
A higher percentage of HPM primers had gene diversity values of
0.5, 0.8, and 0.9, but lower at all other gene diversity values observed
(Figure 6D). The use of HPM primers could substantially increase
the percentage of microsatellite markers with overall improvement
of polymorphism and heterozygosity, which benefit these marker
studies demanding allelic polymorphism and heterozygosity.

Annotation of polymorphic microsatellites contained
unigenes
Of the 319 polymorphic contigs, only 234 were annotated with
GO molecular function terms by BLAST2GO. Ninety-nine unigenes
(42.3%) were categorized to have binding function and 84 (35.9%)
to have catalytic activity (Figure 7), implying that these polymorphic
alleles might have evolved primarily to play regulatory (binding)
roles in gene expression, or to catalyze enzymatic reactions in various
biosynthesis pathways. Unlike the predominant categorization
into the binding and catalytic activities based on the GO molecular
function terms, unigenes were distributed relatively evenly in the
annotated biological process or cellular component GO terms
(data not shown). Contig5674, the unigenes containing the most
polymorphic microsatellite motifs, was not annotated by BLAST2GO.
However, a BLASTN search of Contig5674 to the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant nucleotide
database revealed that it shared very high nucleotide identities with
a putative allergen protein gene in several Prunus species and other
plant genera. An allergen gene usually has more frequent nucleotide
changes to maintain the allergen function over highly variable
antibodies, which could explain to some extent the exceptionally high
nucleotide variation rate in the motif.

Discussion
Variations in HPM motifs and amplicons
Although microsatellite polymorphisms are based on amplicons
of different lengths generally derived from varying repeat numbers of
microsatellite units [5,11], this study revealed additional nucleotide
variations occurred in some polymorphic motifs and/or amplicon
ISSN: 2378-3648
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regions (Figure 2A,3A), including SNPs. These additional nucleotide
variations in an HPM motif and/or amplicon region not only increase
the likelihood of the microsatellite polymorphism, but also partly
explain that some length difference among detected polymorphic
alleles may not always equal a multiple of the unit length of the
microsatellite motif. These SNPs within microsatellite motifs and
amplicons could independently be mined for SNP development
[6,7]. On the other hand, although microsatellites and their flanking
primers are relatively easy to mine out from vast expressed and
genomic sequences [5], utilization of randomly selected microsatellite
primers has led to a high rate of failure largely due to unknown sizes of
introns in amplicons and/or primers from erroneous or poor-quality
regions of source sequences [9]. Therefore, the seven categorizations
(Table 3) are helpful for selection of more reliable primers with better
chromosomal distribution (Figure 4). Predictably, the primers in the
“deletion”, “same size”, “insertion”, and “intron (GAS<=500)” are
much more reliable in amplification and detection than those in the
“NHF”, “error”, and “intron (GAS>500)” categories.

Allelic functions and polymorphisms
Interestingly, of the 234 annotated unigenes, 99 (~42.3%) were
categorized to have binding function and 84 (~35.9%) to have catalytic
activity (Figure 7). The polymorphic alleles or genes found associated
with the microsatellites in this study apparently play various regulatory
(binding) and enzymatic (catalysis) roles, which may contribute
substantially to the diversification of Prunus species and cultivars [34].
These HPM markers, representing partly some of the most variable
alleles (genes) or gene families, could be more valuable in future
studies of Prunus evolution and domestication. Primer sequences
failed to align onto the peach reference genome among the 46 NHF
contigs might be additional evidence that high nucleotide variability
in these highly polymorphic alleles, unless some sequencing and/
or assembly errors existed in these EST sequences or to-be-aligned
genomic regions. Of the 319unigenes containing HPM, 127 (~39.8%)
were from ESTs only in peach, 108 (~33.8%) were from ESTs in peach
and other species, and the remaining 84 were from ESTs from nonpeach species. The distribution of polymorphisms among these species
might not reflect the true polymorphism status among them due to
unbalanced numbers of ESTs used in the study. On the other hand, the
polymorphism rates within peach could be higher because redundant
ESTs from peach were eliminated first and the priority to keep an EST
to represent each unique polymorphic microsatellite motif was given to
non-peach species. Increasing EST number and genome coverage for
Prunus species of greatest interest would yield an improved estimation
on their polymorphism status across the species [26]. According
to the comparison of the HPM and HNM primers in this study, a
significantly higher mean allele number and values of heterozygosity,
PIC, and gene diversity were detected in four relatively close peach
genotypes, suggesting a substantially higher rate of polymorphism
and heterozygosity among the HPM primers, compared to the HNM
primers (Table 5, Figure 6A-D). It obviously was due to more HPM
primers than HNM primers yielding the higher ranges of the four
Table 5: t-test for the mean allele numbers and values of heterozygosity, PIC,
and gene diversity between the HPM and HNM primersg
Allele number detected
Heterozygosity value
PIC value
Gene diversity value

Primer types

Means

t valueh

P valueh

HPM

4.000

3.003

0.003

HNM

3.365

HPM

0.299

2.490

0.014

HNM

0.196

HPM

0.621

3.213

0.002

HNM

0.540

HPM

0.675

3.109

0.002

HNM

0.604

PIC: Polymorphism Information Content; HPM: Haplotype-based Polymorphic
Microsatellite primers; HNM: Haplotype-based Non-polymorphic Microsatellite
primers

g

If a t value ≥ 1.973 (the two-tail critical value) or a P value ≤ α=0.05, it rejects the
null hypothesis and the difference of the mean value is considered significant.
Therefore all the four differences between the HPM and HNM primers are
statistically significant (α=0.05).

h
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values. The improvement of allele polymorphism and heterozygosity
certainly would be expected among relatively distant Prunus species, as
the transportability of previous primers from some of these species had
been proved [19,20]. Further investigation into these species is needed
(Supplementary Table 1).
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